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Abstract

Recent advances in neural TTS have led to models that can produce high-quality synthetic speech. However, these models typically require large amounts of training data, which can make it costly to produce a new voice with the desired quality. Although multi-speaker modeling can reduce the data requirements necessary for a new voice, this approach is usually not viable for many low-resource languages for which abundant multi-speaker data is not available. In this paper, we therefore investigated to what extent multilingual multi-speaker modeling can be an alternative to monolingual multi-speaker modeling, and explored how data from foreign languages may best be combined with low-resource language data. We found that multilingual modeling can increase the naturalness of low-resource language speech, showed that multilingual models can produce speech with a naturalness comparable to monolingual multi-speaker models, and saw that the target language naturalness was affected by the strategy used to add foreign language data.
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1. Introduction

Over the past few years, developments in sequence-to-sequence (S2S) neural text-to-speech (TTS) research have led to synthetic speech that sounds almost indistinguishable from human speech (e.g. [1, 2, 3]). However, large amounts of high-quality recordings are typically required from a professional voice talent to train models of such quality, which can make them prohibitively expensive to produce. To counter this issue, investigations into how S2S models can facilitate multi-speaker data has become a popular topic of research [4, 5, 6]. A study by [7], for example, showed that multi-speaker models can perform as well or even better than single-speaker models when large amounts of target speaker data are not available, and that single-speaker models only perform better when substantial amounts of data are used. Their research also showed that the amount of data necessary for an additional speaker can be as little as 1250 or 2500 sentences without significantly reducing naturalness. With regards to parametric synthesis, [8] investigated the effect of several multi-speaker modeling strategies for class imbalanced data. Their research found that for limited amounts of speech, multi-speaker modeling and oversampling could improve speech naturalness compared to single speaker models, while undersampling was found to generally have a harmful effect. They also showed that ensemble methods can further improve naturalness, but this strategy comes with a considerable computational cost that is usually not feasible for S2S modeling.

Although the above research shows that multi-speaker modeling can be an effective strategy to reduce data requirements, it is not a suitable solution for many languages for which large quantities of high-quality multi-speaker data are not available. Multilingual multi-speaker synthesis aims to address this issue by training a multilingual model on the data of multiple languages. Among the first to propose a neural approach to multilingual modeling was [9]. Instead of modeling languages separately, they modeled language variation through cluster adaptive training, where a mean tower as well as language basis towers were trained. They found that multilingual modeling did not harm naturalness for high-resource languages, while low-resource languages benefited from multilingual modeling. Another study by [10] scaled up the number of unseen low-resource languages to twelve, and similarly found that multilingual models tend to outperform single speaker models.

More recently, multilingual modeling was also adopted in S2S architectures [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16], however mostly for the purposes of code-mixing and cross-lingual synthesis. Language information was typically represented either with a language embedding [12, 15] or with a separate encoder for each language [11], while [13] applied both approaches to code-mixing and accent conversion. With regards to multilingual modeling, [12] showed that multilingual models can attain a naturalness and speaker similarity that is comparable to that of a single speaker model for high-resource target languages, while research from [16] obtained promising results with a crosslingual transfer learning approach.

While research into S2S multilingual modeling is clearly vibrant, there appears to exist little systematic research into how S2S multilingual models could be used to increase speech naturalness for low-resource languages. To fill this void, this paper investigated to what extent results that are found in S2S monolingual multi-speaker modeling can be transferable to multilingual multi-speaker modeling, and if it is possible to attain higher naturalness on low-resource languages with multilingual models than with single speaker models. Because multilingual modeling can benefit from the inclusion of large amounts of non-target language data, we also experimented with several data addition strategies and evaluated to what extent these strategies are effective to improve naturalness for low-resource languages. As this research is primarily addressing the viability of different approaches with regards to low-resource languages, our focus is not so much on maximizing naturalness but rather on gaining a better understanding of how different strategies work and would potentially scale up using larger amounts of data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the architecture used to conduct our experiments. In Section 3, we describe the experimental design and give details about training and evaluation. In Section 4, we provide the experimental results. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss conclusions and directions for future research.
2. System architecture

2.1. S2S Acoustic model

The architecture that is used in this paper for acoustic modeling is based on VoiceLoop [17]. This architecture is appealing for several reasons: the architecture is relatively small which makes it more suitable to train with smaller amounts of data, the model takes relatively little time to train, and it is capable of disentangling speaker information well for seen speakers [18]. To make the architecture suitable for multilingual modeling and increase its naturalness and robustness, we made several changes to the architecture. First, we incorporated a separate encoder for each language to disentangle language information, similar to [11]. We empirically found that representing language information this way was more effective than using a language embedding. This language encoder is used to convert phonemes from a language-dependent phone set into 256-dimensional embeddings. Second, we added a 3-layer convolutional prenet \(N_{pr}\) in the style of [1] to better model phonetic context. Third, we added a two-layer LSTM recurrence \(N_{r}\) with 512 nodes to the decoder to better retain long-term information. The model was trained to produce 80-dimensional mel-spectrogram features in the decoder to better retain long-term information. The model was compared to the MULT-2k+16k model that was also used in the previous experiment. We hypothesize that because of the effort to separate languages with language encoders, the multilingual model should attain a naturalness close to or similar to the naturalness of the monolingual model. Although this paper

![Figure 1: Overview of the acoustic model architecture used in this paper](image)

2.1.1. Class weighted loss

Training a multilingual model on a mixture of high-resource and low-resource languages can lead to class imbalances between languages, which can negatively affect naturalness for minority classes. Although it is possible to address this issue through over- and undersampling as explored in [8], we instead decided to change the weighting of classes through our loss function, following [19]. The purpose of the reweighting is to increase importance of minority class samples, while reducing the impact of majority classes. The advantage of this approach is that the re-weighting operation has a low computational cost, and is therefore more efficient than oversampling or ensemble-based methods. The class weights were computed as follows:

\[
\alpha_i = \frac{c}{\sqrt{c_i \times N}} \quad (1)
\]

Where \(\alpha_i\) denotes the class weight that is computed for class \(i\), \(N\) refers to the number of classes, \(c\) is the total number of samples, and \(c_i\) is the number of samples for class \(i\). It was suggested by [19] that the model might become less robust if the variation in the class weights becomes too large. To counter this effect, we applied a square root operation to the weights and found that this led to better naturalness compared to both the unbalanced and the balanced weights. The weights were then normalized to correct for the square root operation, where \(j\) is the index that iterates over the number of classes:

\[
n\alpha_i = \alpha_i \times \frac{c}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} c_j \times \alpha_j} \quad (2)
\]

3. Experimental setup

In this paper, we aimed to answer the following research questions:

1. To what extent does adding data from non-target language speakers increase the naturalness for various amounts of data from a low-resource language?
2. How does replacing monolingual multi-speaker models with multilingual multi-speaker models affect speech naturalness?
3. In what way can additional non-target language data best be added to improve the naturalness of low-resource target language speech?

Two listening experiments were designed to answer these research questions.

3.1. Experimental design

The first experiment was designed to compare the naturalness of single speaker models with that of multilingual models for different amounts of data from the target speaker. For this purpose, we trained three single speaker models using 2000, 4000, and 8000 sentences (referred to as SING-2k, SING-4k, and SING-8k respectively) as target language data. We also trained three multilingual models with the same amount of data for the target language, and added an additional 16000 sentences from a foreign language speaker (referred to as MULT-2k+16k, MULT-4k+16k, MULT-8k+16k). We hypothesize that the multilingual multi-speaker models will perform better than the single speaker models when the data set of the target speaker is limited, as we expect that the addition of foreign language data will improve the robustness of the model. We also hypothesize that the effect will become smaller when more target language data is available. We used the data of an American English speaker for the target language, and the data of a Dutch speaker as auxiliary language data. Other language pairs were tried internally to ensure that findings were reproducible. However, for the purposes of the listening test, American English was chosen as the target language to make subjective evaluation more straightforward, while Dutch was chosen to informally evaluate potential adverse effects in the auxiliary language.

The second experiment was designed to compare monolingual multi-speaker models to multilingual multi-speaker models, with similar as well as larger amounts of non-target language data. To evaluate how the models would behave when given similar amounts of data, we created a monolingual model (MONO-2k+16k) with 2000 sentences of our target speaker and 16000 sentences from another American English speaker. This model was compared to the MULT-2k+16k model that was also used in the previous experiment. We hypothesize that because of the effort to separate languages with language encoders, the multilingual model should attain a naturalness close to or similar to the naturalness of the monolingual model. Although
there is more overlap in terms of pronunciation and prosody for monolingual speakers than for multilingual speakers, we expect that its effect on the naturalness of the target speaker should be limited because the rest of the model is trained jointly.

Because multilingual modeling makes it more straightforward to include language data from non-target languages, we also used this experiment to analyze whether adding more foreign language data could improve naturalness, and in which way additional data can best be added. We designed three additional models to evaluate this question. The first model, MULT-2k+2x16k, was trained on the same data as the MULT-2k+16k model, but with an additional 16000 sentences from a second Dutch speaker. If naturalness increases as a result of this additional data, this could indicate that it is beneficial for the model to have data from multiple speakers in the data set, for example to better separate speaker specific prosody and pronunciation patterns. The second model, MULT-2k+16k+16k, was trained on the same data as the MULT-2k+16k model, but with an additional 16000 sentences from a third language, in this case French. If naturalness increases significantly as a result of this strategy, it could be an indication that the model benefits from the ability to distinguish between large amounts of data, for example to better handle differences in prosody or pronunciation. The third model, MULT-2k+16x2k, was again trained on 2000 sentences from the target speaker, and an additional 2000 sentences from 16 speakers of 14 languages (13 European languages as well as Arabic). If this approach increases naturalness significantly, this could be an indication that the model benefits from language variety or from a lack of class imbalances.

To train the models, we used a proprietary text-to-speech data set. The speech consisted of recordings from professional voice talents who were asked to read aloud texts in a studio environment. After recording, all speech was processed and downsampled to 22 kHz. Foreign language recordings, for example English recordings for non-English languages, were excluded to ensure that the results of this experiment were not impacted by such sentences.

For both experiments, we used a MUltiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) test to evaluate naturalness [20]. Speaker similarity was not subjectively evaluated, because we found that the speaker characteristics of the target speaker were not harmed by the addition of data from other speakers. For the test, we recruited 30 participants with a good command of English. For both experiments, we created three separate test sets, each containing 10 stimulus panels with audio from unseen sentences. A participant was assigned one out of three test sets for both of the experiments, hence every participant evaluated 20 panels. This way, the time to complete the test was reduced whilst ensuring that results were not significantly impacted by a particular sentence. Following the MUSHRA guidelines, we included a resynthesized sample on each stimulus panel, both as a reference and as a hidden anchor.

For the design of the listening tests, we used the publicly available WebAudioEvaluationTool [21]. Both the panels as well as the samples within a panel were randomized. In addition, the initial value of each slider in a panel was randomized to nudge participants to use the whole spectrum from 0 (completely unnatural) to 100 (completely natural). Participants had to listen to every sample and change the value of every slider before being allowed to proceed to the next panel. The experiments were then analyzed with a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, where a Holm-Bonferroni correction [22] was used to reduce the chance of Type 1 errors.

3.2. Training procedure

The training of all acoustic models was done in two stages. Each model was first pretrained on sentences of up to 800 frames (≈ 9.3 seconds), and split into separate parts up to 200 frames similar to [17] to aid learning. For the pretraining, Stochastic Gradient Descent was used, with a batch size of 32, a learning rate of 0.1, and momentum of 0.75. After pretraining, the model was finetuned using the ADAM optimizer, with a batch size of 64, a learning rate of 0.0001 and betas of 0.9 and 0.98. For the monolingual multi-speaker models, class weighting was applied to the loss function to correct for imbalances in the speaker distribution. For the multilingual multi-speaker models, class weighting was applied to counter both speaker and language imbalances. The input to the models consisted of phonemes from a separate phonset per language which were then converted into integers, while on the output side the models were trained to produce unnormalized 80-dimensional mel-spectrogram features. The mel-spectrogram features were then decoded by a WaveGlow vocoder [23], that was trained in universal fashion [24] on a proprietary data set consisting of 5000 sentences each from 3 female and 2 male speakers.

4. Results

4.1. Experiment 1: Single-speaker modeling vs multilingual modeling

For the first experiment, 30 participants were invited to evaluate 10 stimulus panels with 7 audio samples per panel. Of the 300 resulting data points, we discarded 15 data points where one single sample was rated considerably higher than the resynthesized sample. If multiple samples were rated higher than the resynthesized sample, we did not consider them anomalies and did not remove them. The rationale behind this approach is that if just a single sample was rated higher, it was more likely to be an outlier, and would also have a larger impact in the Wilcoxon rank testing than if multiple samples were rated higher.

![Figure 2: Boxplot showing the naturalness of single speaker models and multilingual models used in experiment 1. Red lines show median values, green lines show mean values](image)

The MUSHRA scores of the first experiment are displayed in Figure 2. The results showed that the naturalness significantly increased when more target language data was available, both for single speaker and multilingual models. More interestingly, adding foreign language data to the target language data generally had a positive effect on the naturalness of the target speaker. When comparing the models with 2000 sentences of target language data, we found that the MULT-2k+16k model outperformed the SING-2k model significantly, and was on par with the SING-4k model (p ≈ 0.172). Although the SING-2k
model generally produced stable attention, the naturalness ratings for this model were negatively impacted by occasional mispronunciations that almost never occurred in the speech of other models. For the models that were trained on 4000 sentences from the low-resource language, the MULT-4k+16k model still produced significantly more natural speech than the SING-4k model. When comparing the models for which 8000 target language sentences were available, the difference in naturalness between the single speaker and the multilingual model was no longer significant ($p \approx 0.506$). All other system combinations were significantly different, and the resynthesized speech was rated significantly higher than speech from all other systems.

The results obtained for multilingual modeling followed similar patterns to the results in the monolingual multi-speaker settings in [7, 8]. Similar to [7], the addition of non-target language data helped to improve the robustness and naturalness of the model when data quantities for the target language were limited, and similar to [8], the difference became insignificant when more target language data was available. The fact that the same effects could be replicated in a multilingual setting as in a monolingual setting suggests that the model does not suffer from being trained on different language inputs. We suspect that the effect is minimal because language information is well separated by the language encoders, thus limiting pronunciation overlap, while benefiting from shared training in the decoder.

### 4.2. Experiment 2: Monolingual vs multilingual multi-speaker modeling

Our second experiment was designed to better understand how various monolingual and multilingual model strategies may affect naturalness. We again asked 30 participants to evaluate ten different stimulus panels from one out of three test sets. Each panel consisted of a resynthesized sample as the reference and hidden anchor, and a sample from each of the five models. A similar procedure as in the first experiment was applied to remove anomalies, discarding 11 out of 300 data points.

#### Table 1: Subjective MUSHRA naturalness scores for systems in Experiment 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System identifier</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Average rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MONO-2k+16k</td>
<td>42.58</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULT-2k+16k</td>
<td>45.41</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULT-2k+2x16k</td>
<td>44.48</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULT-2k+16k+16k</td>
<td>45.51</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULT-2k+16x2k</td>
<td>47.24</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resynthesis</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the second experiment are displayed in Table 1. When comparing the monolingual and the multilingual model that have similar amounts of data, we found that the multilingual MULT-2k+16k model performed on par with the monolingual MONO-2k+16k model ($p \approx 0.054$). A significant difference between the monolingual model and multilingual models was found for some of the multilingual models with additional data, with a significant difference between the MONO-2k+16k and the MULT-2k+16x2k model ($p \approx 0.0003$), while the difference between the MONO-2k+16k and the MULT-2k+16k+16k model was marginally significant after Holm-Bonferroni correction ($p \approx 0.007$). Similar to the first experiment, the resynthesized speech was rated significantly better than the speech of all other systems. For the remaining system combinations, the differences were not significant.

The results of this experiment showed that no significant difference in naturalness was found between the model with auxiliary target language data and the model with auxiliary non-target language data. We suspect that the difference is limited because the task of mel-spectrogram prediction is relatively language-independent. In fact, given that languages are separately modeled in the encoder, it might in some cases be beneficial to have auxiliary non-target language data instead of target language data because the architecture allows for better disentanglement of speaker-specific prosodic and pronunciation information.

When analyzing the multilingual models with additional data, we found that the naturalness of a multilingual model could even surpass that of a monolingual model, but that this was dependent on the sort of data added. While the MULT-2k+16x2k and the MULT-2k+16k+16k approach affected the naturalness of the target language positively, the MULT-2k+2x16k approach did not lead to a significant naturalness increase. These results thus suggest that when adding more data, a multilingual model benefits most from language variation and a reduction of class imbalances.

### 5. Conclusions and Future Research

This paper aimed to investigate the effectiveness of multilingual modeling to improve speech naturalness of low-resource language neural speech synthesis. Our results showed that the addition of auxiliary non-target language data can positively impact the naturalness of low-resource language speech and can be a viable alternative to auxiliary target language data when such data is not readily available. We furthermore found that when more target language data was available, the inclusion of the auxiliary non-target language data did not negatively affect naturalness. Although we did not compare multilingual models with single speaker models for even larger amounts of target language data in this research, we expect that results from multilingual modeling will largely mimic the effects observed in studies of monolingual multi-speaker modeling [7]. Finally, we explored several strategies for including additional non-target language data. We showed that not all data addition strategies are equally effective, and reported that language diversity and minimizing class imbalances appear to be the most important variables to consider when adding data.

Based on our conclusions, we identify several directions for future research. First of all, the current research didn’t consider the issue of language proximity on the effect of multilingual modeling. Although languages are modeled separately in the encoders, language proximity may positively affect naturalness. Additionally, this research evaluated low-resource language speech naturalness at a general level, while it may be more interesting to focus on the naturalness of language-specific characteristics such as language-specific phonemes or stress patterns. We furthermore note that the amount of auxiliary data used was relatively limited in our experiments. Further analysis could be done to find out whether our findings hold when scaled up with more data. Finally, we found that the MULT-2k+16x2k model was most effective to improve naturalness of target language speech, but this result does not clarify whether this effect can be attributed to the large variation in languages and speakers, or to the minimization of class imbalances. It would be interesting to disentangle these variables by comparing this model to a monolingual multi-speaker model with similar amounts of data per speaker.
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